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ABSTRACT
We propose two rate control schemes for multi-antenna multicast in OFDM systems, which aim to maximize the minimum average rate over all users in a multicast group. In our system, we do not require all multicast users to successfully
recover the signals received on each subcarrier. In contrast, we allow certain loss for multicast users, such that the multicast transmission rate can be increased. We assume that the loss-repairing can be completed at upper protocol layers
via advanced fountain codes. Following this principle, we formulate the rate control problem via beamforming in
multi-antenna multicast to optimize the minimum achievable rate for all multicast users. While the computation complexity to solve for the optimal beamformer is prohibitively high, we propose a suboptimal iterative rate control scheme.
Moreover, we modify the above optimization problem by selecting a fixed proportion of users on each subcarrier. The
beamformer searching process will then be performed only based on the selected users on each subcarrier, such that the
complexity can be further reduced. We also solve this new problem with a low complexity approach. Theoretical
analyses and simulation results show that our proposed two rate control schemes can have higher minimum average rate
than the baseline scheme without rate control, while achieving low complexity.
Keywords: Multicast; OFDM; Multi-antenna; Rate Control

1. Introduction
Wireless multicast technology has received much attention in recent years and it is expected to have high demand in the future [1-16]. It is very effective in spectrum
utilization, which lets the best station (BS) transmit same
message, e.g., video streaming and TV program, to multiple users simultaneously [1]. However, multiple users
want to receive the same message from the base station,
as a result, the achievable transmission rate is limited by
the weakest-link user in order to meet the needs of all
users [3]. So, resources are not fully utilized for the better-link user. In order to use spectrum resource more
efficiently, there have been some studies on rate control
for multicast. In [4,5], P. K. Gopala proposed opportunistic multicast in TDMA system. The base station transmits a fixed proportion of users who have better channel
gain on current time slot. That means a transmission rate
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is decided which let only the proportion of users receive
signal successfully. However, the other users also need to
receive the signal; as a result, a lot of slots will be used
for retransmission of multicast signals. By the utilization
of fountain code technology, users who receive enough
bits of information within a period of time can decode
the signal successfully [6, 7]. As a result, users in multicast system need not to be guaranteed that everyone decode signal on each slot successfully. Based on this, in [8,
9], opportunistic multicast schemes based on erasure
codes were proposed which select a subset of users to
transmit signal on each slot without retransmission. In [8],
T.-P. Low derived the optimal selection ratio that minimizes the delay. Q. Le-Dang in [8] proposed the optimal
transmission rate and coding rate while using a
Reed-Solomon code RS (n, k). However, both [8] and [9]
didn’t consider fairness of users in multicast system. In
[10-13], the authors proposed a variety of multicast rate
control based on fairness. Among them, in [10], Q. Qu
proposed an opportunistic scheduling algorithm based on
fixed rate of FEC code and formulate a system throughput maximization problem. In the problem, the constrains
are derived from every user’s specific minimum quality
of service (QoS) requirement. L. Tian in [11] proposed
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another rate control scheme based on QoS of users. Base
station chooses some good subcarriers to satisfy every
user’s QoS firstly, and then controls the transmission rate
to maximize the system throughput. Though authors of
[10] and [11] considered users’ QoS requirements, the
worst-link user in multicast system still get a low receiving rate. To be more fairness, authors in [12-14] proposed to maximize the minimum rate of all multicast
users. In [12], U. C. Kozat proposed an objective to
maximize the minimum throughput capacity of all multicast users by a method which utilizes fixed-rate and
rateless erasure coding. W. Huang in [13] also considered the same objective, but algorithm in [14] was not
restricted to use a fixed selection ratio. In [14], unlike [12]
and [13], K. Bakanoglu studied the situation in OFDM
system. However, authors in [12-14] only consider that
BS has only one antenna, we need to study the situation
of multi-antennas.
Multi-antenna technology in multicast system has been
studied for years. Most work in the literatures on
multi-antenna multicast focused on the max-min-fair
transmit beamforming proposed by N. Sidiropoulos in
[15]. Because Multicast system is limited to the
worst-link user, the BS utilizes available channel state
information (CSI) to generate a beamforming vector that
maximizes the minimum SNR among all users which
means we can get a maximum transmission rate. J. Xu in
[16] used the beamforming method of [15] on resource
allocation of multicast. However, J. Xu considers that all
the users will be chosen to control the transmission rate.
Because beamforming in multicast system may change
user’s receiving ability, which means some users may
have low rates even if their channel gains are not bad.
This is different with the tradition single-antenna multicast system, and it makes it very difficult to utilize the
existing rate control algorithms.
In this paper, we propose two rate control schemes of
multi-antenna multicast in OFDM system. We firstly
formulate a rate control problem of multi-antenna multicast which utilizes the max-min-fair transmit beamforming in [15], and then propose a suboptimal solution based
on iteration. To reduce the complexity much lower, we
then simplify the system model by adding a constraint
that select a fixed proportion of users on each subcarrier.
After that we present a sub-optimal rate control to solve
the new optimization model. At last, theoretical analysis
and simulation are presented for the two rate control
schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the system model in the next Section. Then in
Section 3 the proposed schemes are presented. In Section
4, we present the Iteration convergence performance and
algorithmic complexity analysis. Some simulations are
shown in Section 5 to support our idea and finally the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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conclusion of this paper is given in Section 6.

2. System Model
We consider a downlink scenario in which a BS (base
station) has an antenna array composed of T antennas and
M single-antenna users, as illustrated in Figure 1. There
are N subcarriers assigned to multicast services and the
bandwidth for each subcarrier is B. The power allocated
to subcarrier n is P. In the paper, (X) H , and E[X]
denote the Hermitian transpose, absolute value and expectation of a vector or matrix X , respectively.
On subcarrier k, 1  k  K , let h i , k denotes N  1
downlink channel vector of user i. Assume multicast
signal is x and the beamforming vector of signal x is wk .
Then the signal received at user i on subcarrier k can be
written as
ri , k  P w kH h i , k x  nk
(1)

where nk is the complex additive white Gaussian noise
with zero mean and variance N 0 .
From equation (1), we know the multicast signal’s
SNR of user i on subcarrier k is
2

SNRi , k  w kH h i , k / N 0

(2)

Let i , k denotes whether user i is chosen on subcarrier k, and i , k is
 i , k  1, user i is chosen on subcarrier k
(3)

 i , k  0, user i is chosen on subcarrier k

Let Ak denotes set of multicast users chosen to
transmit signals on subcarrier k, 1  Ak  M . From
equation (3) we can get
Ak  {i | i , k  1, i  1, 2,..., M }

(4)

Figure 1. System model for m ulticast transmissions.
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We use the method in [15] to calculate beamforming
vector w k , which is used to maximize the minimum
receiving SNR. The problem can be written as
max min SNRi , k
wk

i Ak

s.t.

wk

2

P

(5)

i , k  {0,1}; k  1, 2,..., K ; i  1, 2,..., M
Ak  {i | i , k  1, i  1, 2,..., M }, k  1, 2,..., K

Solving the equation (5), we can get the beamforming
vector w k , 1  k  K . Then we know the transmission
rate on subcarrier k is





rk  B log 2 1  min  SNRi*, k  , i*  Ak
i*

(6)

So, the average rate of user i on all OFDM subcarriers
is
Ri   n 1 qi , k rk / N , i  1, 2,..., M
N

(7)

where
qi , k  1, B log 2 1  SNRi , k   rk

qi , k  0, B log 2 1  SNRi , k   rk

(8)

In this paper, as illustrated in Figure 2, the transmitter
decides users who decode signal on each subcarrier successfully by the perfect CSI information from all users.
Once the user set on subcarrier k is determined, we can
get the beamforming vector by equation (5), and then the
ransmission rate is got from equation (6).
Our objective is to maximize the minimum average
rate of all multicast users. According to the above analysis, the optimization problem to be solved in this paper
can be mathematically formulated as follows:
max min Ri
i ,k

s.t.

i

i , k  {0,1}; k  1, 2,..., K ; i  1, 2,..., M

(9)

3. Rate Control for Multi-Antenna
Multicast
There is only one optimization varialbe in equation (9),
which is the matrix  . From (3), we know that the optimal solution involves evaluating all 2 MK possible user
selection combinations, and the one which maximize the
minimum average rate is the optimal solution. For the
high complexity of the brute-force method, in this section,
we present a suboptimal solution by iteration. Then we
simplify the optimal model by adding a constraint which
selects a fixed proportion of users on each subcarrier, in
order to have much lower complexity. After that we present a low complexity method to solve the new optimization model.

3.1. Iterative-Based Suboptimal Rate Control
In this section, subcarriers are allocated to users in an
iteration fashion. In each iteration, user who has the least
rate is chosen and BS allocates a best subcarrier to that
user. The suboptimal rate control can be described as
follows:
1) Initialization: Calculate the beamforming vector wk
on subcarrier k, 1  k  K , by equation (5), when
i , k  1, i  {1, 2,..., M } , which means all the users are
chosen to transmit on subcarrier k. Calculate the capacity
of user i, where 1  i  M , on subcarrier k by
Ri , k  B log 2 (1  SNRi , k ) .
Choose the user i which maximize Ri , k , that is
iˆ  arg max Rn, k . Let iˆ, k  1, Ak  { iˆ}.
2) Find user i  whose rate is minimum, i   arg min Ri .
If i , k   0, calculate the minimum rate denoted by
( i , k  )
Rmin
on subcarrier k  when i , k   1. Choose subcarrier k * on which the addition rate of minimum rate
is maximum through





( i , k  )
k *  arg max Rmin
 Ri , k  .
k

We then denote the additional rate by Rk* .
If Rk*  0, or i , k  1, for i  {1, 2,..., M },
k  {1, 2,..., K }, the algorithm terminates. Or let

i , k   1, Ak *  Ak *  {i },
and back to step 2).

3.2. Sub-optimal Rate Control Based on Fixed
Proportion of Users

Figure 2. Framework of rate control for multi-antenna
multicast.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Rate Control based on iteration needs many times of iteration operation, each of which calculate once beamforming problem. So it still has a high complexity. In this
section, we propose to consider the situation that base
station chooses fixed proportion of users on each subcarrier to reduce complexity.
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We suppose that the fixed proportion is  , where



1
M

 i 1 i ,k ,
M

and k  1, 2,..., K , which means on subcarrier k, base
station choose  M users to calculate beamforming
vector and to determine the transmission rate.
According to the above analysis, the simplified optimization problem of rate control for multicast can be
written as follows:
max min Ri
i ,k

i

i , k  {0,1};

s.t.

M

 i , k   M

(10)

i 1

k  1, 2,..., K ; i  1, 2,..., M

To solve the rate control problem above, which contains
 M   M 
 k 1  M    M 
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If the base station use the suboptimal rate control
based on fixed proportion of users, it needs to know the
value of  . Different  will get different minimum
rate. When   1 , all users are chosen to transmit on all
subcarriers, implying that rate control is not employed.
However, due to the calculation method of beamforming
vector in [15], we cannot get a closed formulation of  .
Here we propose a simply method to get a good  .
We sample different  for L times uniformly and
calculate the corresponding minimum average rate. Because the fixed proportion of users in multicast system
which is denoted by  ,   1 / M , 2 / M , , M / M  ,
has limited possible value, we sample

 *  1 ,  2 ,...,  L  ,  l  lM / L  / M ,1  l  L.
(l )
,
Then, calculate the corresponding minimum rate Rmin
1  l  L, and choose the value  that maximize the
minimum rate, which can be written as

K

(l )
  arg max Rmin
.

K

l

possible user selection choices. So the optimal solution is
brute-force method which has high complexity. For the
use in the practical system, we proposed a suboptimal
solution to equation (10). The suboptimal rate control can
be described as
1) Initialization: Choose 1 /   subcarriers randomly, denoted by  (1),  (2),...,   1 /    . On subcarrier  (n) , where 1  n  1 /   , BS chooses user
(n  1) M  1, (n  1) M  2,..., n M to transmit. On
subcarrier   1/    , use (n  1) M  1,
(n  1) M  2,..., M
are chosen. Let these 1 /   subcarriers are used bands,
denoted by U used   (1),  (2),...,   1 /    , and let
U unuse  {1, 2, ..., K }  U used .
2) Calculate all multicast users’ minimum average rate
by



Ri 

1
U used

 kU

4.1. Iteration Convergence
In the optimal question of rate control based on iteration,
there is only one variable  which is a M  K matrix
and the value in it is either 0 or 1. So there is only 2 MK
possible value for matrix  . In the suboptimal rate control based on iteration, at each iteration, the user who has
the least rate is chosen, and we find a best subcarrier to
that user. In the extremely bad situation, the maximum
number of iteration is given by

used

qi , k rk , i  1, 2,..., M

U used  U used  {k * }; U unuse  U unuse  {k * }.

3) If U unuse  , which means there still has some
subcarriers unused. So back to step 2). Or the algorithm
terminates.

1

 n 1 M ( K  n)  2 MK ( K  1).
K 1



and sort them such that Rt (1)  Rt (2)  ...  Rt ( M ) . Choose
the least  M users, who are user t (1), t (2),..., t ( M ).
After that, on unused subcarrier kn , for kn  U unuse ,
where n  1, 2, ..., U unuse , calculate the minimum average rate R ( kn ) when user t (1), t (2),..., t ( M ) are chosen on subcarrier kn . Then select the subcarrier which
maximize the minimum average rate, let it be band
k *  arg max R ( kn ) . Let

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

4. Performance Analyses

Therefore, the suboptimal approach is convergent.

4.2. Computational Complexity
From the above section, we know the maximum number
of iteration is MK ( K  1) / 2, in the suboptimal rate
control algorithm based on iteration. Then the complexity of it is O ( MK 2 ) . In the suboptimal rate control
based on fixed proportion of users, the base station needs
total

 n 1/  ( K  n)   K  1 /    K  1 /    1 / 2
K 1

times of beamforming operations when  is determined, so the complexity is O ( K 2 ) . As a result, the
method used to get  in this paper needs to calculate
different  L times, each of which has complexity of
O ( K 2 ) . So the complexity of the suboptimal rate control
based on fixed proportion users is O ( LK 2 ) . Because
there are only M possible values of  , we know that
CN
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1  L  M , which means the complexity of suboptimal
rate control scheme based on fixed users is not more than
the one based on iteration. When L  M , fixed users
solutions get a smaller complexity, especially when we
get a user proportion, the complexity is much smaller.
For comparison, we study the complexity of the situation without rate control. In this situation, each subcarrier
chooses all users on it, and calculates beamforming operation one time, so the complexity is O( K ) .

5. Simulation Results
For our simulation, we consider a quasi-static fading
channel where the channel coefficients are fixed for the
duration of the whole frame and different from one frame
to another. On each subcarrier, the channel vector hi , k
of user i on subcarrier k is assumed to be Rayleigh fading,
and hi , k  CN  0,1 , we set the power of each subcarrier
P  1W , the number of transmission antennas N  2 ,
and the power spectral density N 0  1 . In our simulation,
we sample L  10 times  . The beamforming vector
of multicast signal on subcarrier k denoted by w k is
calculated by equation (5). In the simulation, we assume
K  1024 and simulation 1000 frames. Each statistical
value is the mean of all simulation runs.
We simulate the minimum average rate Rk per band
of the two suboptimal rate control schemes with the
number of users who subscribed multicast service in Fig.
3. We can see that our rate control based on iteration can
get a much higher minimum rate than the situation without rate control. Also we can see that the minimum rate
is becoming lower and lower with increasing users, this
can be attributed to two reasons. One is more weakerlink users may appear, and the other one is that more
users share the space resource which let the beamforming
vector to consider more channel gains. However, trend of
least rate which turns smaller is much lower in the
suboptimal algorithm based on iteration. This is multiuser diversity.
From Figure 3, we can see that our suboptimal rate
control algorithm based on fixed proportion of users can
achieve a least rate performance close to the one based
on iteration, but the complexity is lower. And both the
two rate control schemes get a much higher minimum
rate than the one without rate control. However, since we
add a constraint on the optimal problem of rate control in
the second scheme, its performance is still weaker than
the first one, even if L  M . But if we can get a experience value of  in practical application, we can get a
rate control scheme with much lower complexity.
In Figure 4, we show the minimum average rate as a
function of the value of  . We see the tradeoff between
multiuser diversity and multicast gain. When  is
small, the extreme case is   1 / M , which means the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 3. Minimum rate per band versus the number of
users.

Figure 4. Minimum rate per band with the fixed proportion α when M = 20.
unicast system. So we don’t use the multicast gain, as a
result the least rate of multicast system is not maximized.
However, if  is big, especially,   1 , this means all
users is chosen on each subcarrier, which is the traditional multicast system, and this algorithms lead to lack
of application. multiuser diversity. In this paper, we
sample several different values of  , and choose the
best one which maximize the least rate to approximate
the optimal  .

6. Conclusions
In this paper we propose two rate control schemes for
multi-antenna multicast system. We consider the base
station need not to make sure all users decoded signal
successfully on each subcarrier, if we use fountain codes.
Based on this, we calculate the beamforming vector by
the method in [15], and formulate a rate control problem
for multi-antenna multicast. Due to the high complexity
CN
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of the brute-force method, we firstly study a suboptimal
rate control method by iteration. After that, we add a
constraint of choosing fixed proportion users on the optimal problem, and study a suboptimal solution of it. In
addition, we present performance analysis of iteration
convergency and complexity. Simulation results indicate
that our schemes can get much better minimum rate than
the situation without rate control.
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